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MARATHON MAN

Martin Parnell ran 250 marathons in one 

calendar year and went on to become the 

largest single fundraiser for Right To Play.

TOP OF THE MOUNTAIN

Downhiller Erik Guay has been on the 

podium 22 times, more than any alpine 

skier in Canadian history.

J on Montgomery was more than 

an Olympic champion at the 

Vancouver 2010 Winter Games. 

When he guzzled a pitcher of beer 

on the walkways in Whistler to 

celebrate his skeleton gold medal, 

he became a Canadian cultural 

icon. IMPACT honoured that with a 

special issue that highlighted all 14 

Canadian gold medal performances. 

There was certainly a super 

theme reaching through IMPACT's 

20th Anniversary year with World 

Cup super-G champion Erik Guay, 

superhuman marathoner Martin Parnell, 

super rookie triathlete Paula Findlay 

and super 100K world champion Ellie 

Greenwood all being featured. Findlay 

is back racing after suffering chronic 

injuries for the last several years.

CANADIAN gold
A glass of beer helped Jon Montgomery create an iconic Canadian Olympic moment.

January/February 2011 – Jon Montgomery, Skeleton Racer

September/October 2010

Lucas Makowsky

Speedskater

November/December 2010

Erik Guay
Alpine Skier

March/April 2011

Martin Parnell

Runner

May/June 2011

Paula Findlay

Triathlete

July/August 2011

Ellie Greenwood

Ultra-runner
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As IMPACT Magazine celebrates its 30th Anniversary Edition  
this fall, we invite you to be a part of this special edition.

Be part of it!

You are receiving this note because 

you have played an important part 

of our journey. It has taken a team of 

loyal, passionate team members, advertisers 

and creatives that shared our vision of 

improving the health, fitness and lives of 

everyone in our community.

This issue will be our most ambitious, visually 

beautiful, and collaborative edition to date. It 

will include all of the content that readers look 

forward to every issue, from fitness to running 

to food, with a special theme dedicated to ‘Then 

& Now’ as we will take an epic look back at 30 

years of covers, athletes, contributors and their 

inspiring stories and where they are now. 

IMPACT Magazine: 2007 2nd St. S.W. Calgary, AB  T2S 1S4

403-228-0605 • advertising@impactmagazine.ca

Then & Now: Our 2011 Resolution issue alongside our 2021 Inspiration issue.

BE PART OF THIS 
CELEBRATORY SPECIAL EDITION

Contact your IMPACT representative to 
book your advertising, or email us at: 
advertising@impactmagazine.ca

O F

30 Years of IMPACT Edition

 We will also take an exhilarated look 

into the future of fitness, health and sports 

performance.

•  This will be an issue like no other, and we 

can guarantee that this special collector’s 

edition will be kept for many years to come.

•  A heart-felt thank you for choosing IMPACT 

Magazine over these past 30 years.

•  We look forward to celebrating with all 

of you this fall as we continue to promote 

health and well-being in our communities 

together for many more years to come.
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